
INSTRUCTIONS OF MAINTENANCE:

1. All the urinals with or without water require a
general cleanliness depending on the use to which
they are subjected. It is recommended in once a
day clean that with a cleaning cloth and neutral
detergent.

2. The valves GW6 tolerate the majority of standard
products of cleanliness, but it is recommended
don’t use bleach nor detergents with 10% of acid
contents.

3. It’s recommended pour every 2 o 3 weeks a little
bit of hot water with detergent to avoid
obstructions of hair, particles of dirty and rests of
fat in uric acid that urine contains.

4. VELTIA recommend used the ecologic detergent RT
CLEANER special for his urinals and supply more
useful life to the silicone valves.

REPLACEMENT OF THE VALVE:
1. Passed between 8 and 10 months, or before in

case of bad odors, the valve must be replaced.
2. Use a screwdriver to throw off the mess strainer of

valve protection.
3. Unroll the valve and move away.
4. Pour a little bit of water and clean with detergent

the drainpipe.
5. Put the new valve and wind until it stands.
6. Put another time the mess strainer with the screw.



CONTENTS:

1 x ceramic urinal 1 x adaptor with valve
GW6 pre-installed

2 x hangers
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INSTRUCTIONS MANUAL
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INSTRUCTIONS OF ASSEMBLY:

1.- Measure a horizontal line of 21cm. This line mark the level where have to be the lower part
of the hungers of the urinal. (The height of assembly is normally 70 cm since the floor to the
front border of the urinal for the use of adults. If it’s mounted one or more urinals for children,
identify the height of border which you prefer and change Line A as appropriate.)

2.- In case of put some collateral urinals, the typical distance by axis it is 70 cm (we not
recommend less than 60 cm for the use of adults).

3.- The distance by hangers it is 22 cm. We recommend measure the distance by the actual hole
centers of the supplied urinal to make sure that there are 22 cm of separation.

4.- Put the hungers in your desired position and mark the holes. Make the holes and put the
hungers. Make sure that the screws can supported the weight of 9,2kg of the ceramic urinal.

5.- Put up the urinal in the hungers.

6.-Catch the adaptor supply and make a sealing thread of silicone around the level part of the
rim of stainless steel. In case that not have silicone, you can use the junction of black rubber
supplied to make the sealing function.

7.- Put the adaptor in the urinaL land push, making sure that is centered and well supported.
Put the nut of the adaptor by the bottom of the urinal and tighten until it’s well designed and
firm.

8.-Take some rest of silicone inside of the urinal and clean all the surface.

9.- Connect the adaptor to the drainpipe system.

10.- Pour some water to confirm that there are not losses .

11.- READY TO BE USED.



MEASURES OF URINAL:

VALVE FUNCTIONING AND NON-RETURN SYSTEM:
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